RELIABLE, FULL-FEATURED
VOIP SOLUTION GIVES TRUST
SECURITY & FIRE WATCH A
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
CHALLENGES
• 24/7 availability for

Avaya IP Office proves ideal for the
small-to-medium sized security business

customers
• Capitalize on lucrative afterhours business
opportunities

Trust Security & Fire Watch is a Maryland-based security company
that has experienced tremendous growth since its inception eight
years ago. This family-owned business that started with eight
employees and one short-term, part-time security contract has

VALUE CREATED
• 30-percent increase in

grown to nearly 100 employees and three office locations. Trust
Security provides armed and unarmed services ranging from fire

business since implementing

watch to mobile, residential, event, building, hotel and construction

IP Office

site security.

• Competitive advantage over
other small-to-medium
sized security companies
• Improved safety for officers
in the field

Private security is a highly competitive

“When you call most security

business. Trust Security sets itself apart

companies, you get voicemail, an

from competitors in several ways. For

answering service or no answer at all.

example, Trust Security guards must

They may return your call in a day or so,”

complete a security officer training

Robinson explains. “One thing you can

course, despite the fact that neither

count on when you use Trust Security is

Maryland or Washington DC require it.

that you can talk to a live security

In addition, Trust Security performs

supervision any time, day or night.”

extensive background checks on
employees and promotes alert and

Robinson switched from an unreliable

attentive security personnel by setting

and complex Voice over IP (VoIP)

strict limits on consecutive work hours.

solution to Powered by Avaya IP Office™
Platform. Powered by IP Office has

Having said that, there is one

provided Trust Security with the

differentiator, more important than all

dependable solution it needed to run

the others, according to Vice President,

its business at its best.

Rudo Robinson: simply answering
customer phone calls.
avaya.com
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Unfortunately, the VoIP solution
Robinson was using didn’t meet those
needs. While the system was able to
fulfill Robinson’s requirement for
forwarding phone lines to different
people at different times and
dynamically adjusting to the
manager on duty, the process was
cumbersome.
“With the previous systems, switching
over was very difficult, there were too
many steps,” says Robinson.
Robinson also found the system
unreliable, resulting in “phantom
calls” where the phone would never

“

actually ring.

Finding the Right
Solution

“A lot of times, we didn’t even know

“When we first started our company

system until a customer told us our

we understood that security is a

phones weren’t working,” says

supports our business

24-hours business. Criminals don’t

Robinson. “It was a killer, because if

stick to a 9 to 5 schedule and clients

model by giving us the

my phones don’t ring, I’m losing

deserve the comfort of knowing that

money by not capitalizing on

we are there for them whenever they

opportunities.”

Avaya IP Office really

flexibility to have
scheduled dispatch and

need us,” says Robinson. “As a result,
we needed to be available to our

When Robinson reached out to the

clients 24 hours a day.”

company to report these issues, he

manipulate how calls are
directed with ease.
—Rudo Robinson, vice president,
Trust Security & Fire Watch

there was a problem with the phone

received subpar customer service.
The challenge Trust Security faces in
offering around-the-clock customer

“Not only was I having to call

service is that its after-hours manager

customer support far too often, when

on duty is not in a physical office

I did I would end up getting passed off

location, and that person varies from

from one department to the next. I

day to day.

never could get a problem solved in
one call. Now with Avaya and DVX,

“The duty period varies and one of us

it’s one call, problem solved. That’s

is on call at different times on

important because I’m running a

different days. For example, after

business, I don’t need the headache

5:00pm Wednesday through Friday,

of having to make all these calls.”

calls to the main number forward to
me. Someone else covers the other

Even when Robinson did reach

weekdays and Saturday is split

someone who could solve his

between two people,” explains

problem, it still often took several

Robinson. “What we needed was

days for the solution to be

a phone system that could be

implemented. In addition, billing was

programmed to go to different

an issue with the previous system.

people at different times of day.”
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Staying Ahead of the
Competition
Today, Avaya IP Office gives Trust
Security the ability to reliably answer
its phone calls, resulting in a leg up on
the competition.
“We were having a very hard time
finding a VoIP system that gave us the
functionality we needed and worked
in a dependable way,” explains
Robinson. “As I’ve said, a big part of
my business comes from answering
the phone, so we don’t take
communication decisions lightly,
we took our time. Avaya Powered
by IP Office is definitely the best
system we’ve had.”
Avaya business partner DVX, Inc.
installed the Powered by IP Office
solution for Trust Security. Robinson
comments favorably on the positive
experience he had with the company.
“We’re not the typical customer, our
platform needs to be robust and do a
lot of different things,” he says. “DVX
has been very responsive and
supportive.”

Avaya Powered by IP Office has also
helped improve safety for Trust
Security officers in the field.
“Another reason the reliability of our
phone system is so critical is that in
the security business, a phone call can
be a matter of life and death,” says
Robinson. “At any moment, I could get
a call from an officer who is in a lifethreatening situation. I have to be able
to communicate with that person.”
Robinson also reports that the

Meeting an Essential
Need

solution has been easy for the staff to
use and requires very little in the way

“

… we don’t take
communication
decisions lightly …
Avaya IP Office is
definitely the best
system we’ve had.
—Rudo Robinson, vice president,
Trust Security & Fire Watch

of maintenance and management.

Trust Security’s business has grown
by 30 percent since the

“Avaya Powered by IP Office really

implementation of the Avaya

supports our business model by

Powered by IP Office. Robison

giving us the flexibility to have

attributes this spike to the Avaya VoIP

scheduled dispatch and manipulate

solution allowing them to provide

how calls are directed with ease,” says

more reliable customer service to

Robinson. “The system serves an

existing customers and capture

essential need.”

lucrative after-hours clients.
“We make higher profit margins from
after-hours work, so it’s really helped
our bottom line to be available to take
the calls that lead to those jobs,” says
Robinson.
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“

… with Avaya and DVX, it’s one call, problem solved.
That’s important because I’m running a business, I
don’t need the headache of having to make all these
calls.
—Rudo Robinson, vice president, Trust Security & Fire Watch

A Scalable Solution
Not only does Robinson anticipate continued growth with the company’s traditional
commercial accounts, Trust Security expects to expand its offerings to include
monitored camera systems. Robinson feels confident that his Avaya IP Office will be
able to support the expansion of the business.
“By my calculation, I should be able to triple the number of employees I have
currently without changing how Avaya Powered by IP Office system works,” says
Robinson.

SOLUTIONS
Powered by Avaya IP Office™ Cloud

About Avaya
Avaya enables the
mission critical, real-time
communication applications
of the world’s most
important operations. As a
global leader in delivering
superior communications
experiences, Avaya provides
the most complete portfolio
of software and services
for contact center and
unified communications —
offered on premises, in
the cloud, or a hybrid.
Today’s digital world
requires communications
enablement, and no
other company is better
positioned to do this
than Avaya. For more
information, please visit
www.avaya.com.
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About Data Voice Exchange
Data Voice eXchange (DVX), founded in 1993, helps small- to medium-size
businesses manage their total cost of ownership and maximize the benefits of VoIP
and SIP technologies. DVX offers expertise in system redundancy automated
failover, and mobile worker applications. DVX is a ‘Powered by Avaya’ Partner,
helping customers to leverage their IP Office™ Platform as a gateway to the cloud.
Leverage your existing infrastructure to maximize return on investment, increase
productivity, and reduce cost. For more information, visit www.DVX.com.

About Trust Security & Fire Watch
Trust Security & Fire Watch is a privately owned licensed security agency servicing
Maryland, Washington, DC and Virginia. We ensure the guard services are
customized to meet the unique needs of clients across the Washington DC
Metropolitan and Greater Baltimore, MD Areas.
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